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Abstract. This work discusses the common opinion among robotics systems’
designer, assuming that for a given assignment and robotics system, enhancing
the robots by increasing their physical capabilities, may only result in an im-
provement in the overall performance of the system (albeit small). Therefore, a
designer may rely on existing designs prepared in the past, and by continuously
adding resources to the robots, finally achieve the overall system’s performance
he is interested in. As it can be shown, this assumption is wrong, as it may not only
lead to a zero increase in the performance, but even to a new system, comprising
far more advance (and expensive) robots, which achieve much worse results than
the original system. The work presents an example concerning the problem of
multi-robots exploration of a graph, in which adding communication features to
the robots causes the entire system’s performance to drop significantly.
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1 Introduction

In recent years significant research efforts have been invested in design and simulation
of multi-agent robotics and intelligent swarms systems — see e.g. [1–3] or [4–6] for
biology inspired designs (behavior based control models, flocking and dispersing mod-
els and predator-prey approaches, respectively), [7–10] for economics applications and
[11] for a physics inspired approach).

Tasks that have been of particular interest to researchers in recent years include syn-
ergetic mission planning [12], fault tolerance [13], swarm control [14], human design of
mission plans [15], role assignment [16], multi-robot path planning [17], traffic control
[18], formation generation [19], formation keeping [20], exploration and mapping [21],
cleaning [22] and dynamic cleaning [23] and target tracking [24].

Hitherto, in the design of robotics systems, and specifically, in the design and imple-
mentation of multi-robotics systems, there exists an implicit yet common assumption
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concerning the monotonicity of the relation between the strength of the robots’ capa-
bilities (in terms of memory, sensors’ accuracy, communication capabilities, etc’), and
the overall performance this system achieves given a specific goal and an algorithm
for achieving it. In other words, is it widely assumed that given a multi-robotic sys-
tem comprising robots of certain features, designed for accomplishing a specific goal,
enhancing the robots’ features, or alternatively, supplying those robots with additional
capabilities, may only improve the performance these robots achieve when facing the
same problem.

Although appealing, this approach for performance improvement as a result of
tweaking existing multi-robotic designs by merely enhancing the robots’ capabilities
should be avoided, as such endeavors may result not only in spending expensive re-
sources on futile attempts to increase the system’s performance, but even in dramatic
decrease in the overall performance of the system. Although strange at first, this phe-
nomenon can be examined by systematically increasing some of the features of agents
designed for a given task, for example — the physical exploration of a graph, while
observing the changes in the performance of this group of agents.

One of the most interesting challenges for a robotics swarm system is the design and
analysis of a multi-robotics system for searching and exploration (in either known or
unknown areas). For example, works discussing cooperative searching tasks for static
or dynamic targets can be found in [25–31] whereas examples for cooperative coverage
of given regions are presented in [32–35].

This work presents a multi-agents system designed for exploring an unknown graph,
by physically moving along its vertices. The problem and its model is described in
Section 2. Once a system following the basic exploration algorithm was implemented
and its performance measured, a change in its robots’ features was made, namely —
their technical specification was upgraded. The first upgrade was adding communica-
tion equipment to the robots, allowing them to share the information they acquire by
traveling the graph. The second change was increasing the robots’ sensors’ range, in an
effort to increase the accuracy of the information the robots use in order to plan their
future actions, and as a result, to increase the system’s efficiency. After these changes
in the robots’ specification were implemented, the performance of the new group was
tested and analyzed. Note that the exploration algorithm itself, which was found to be
achieve the best results in the original group of robots, was not changed during this
process.

Surprisingly, the analyzed results of this experiment showed that not only that the
upgraded group of robots did not achieve superior results compared to the original group
of robots, but in fact, the exploration time required by this group was much longer
compared to the exploration time of the original group of robots. This was true both
for the robots with increased communication capabilities, as well as for the robots with
increased sensors’ range. The results and their analysis appears in Section 3.
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2 Physical Graph Exploration

2.1 Physical Graphs

A physical graph denotes a graph G(V, E) in which information regarding its vertices
and edges is extracted using I/O heads, or mobile agents, instead of the “random access
extraction” which is usually assumed in graph theory. These agents can physically move
between the vertices of V along the edges of E, according to a predefined, or an on-line
algorithm or algorithm.

Moving along an edge e, however, require a certain travel effort (which might be
a constant time, or alternatively, consumes a constant amount of fuel). Thus, the com-
plexity of algorithms which work on physical graphs is measured by the total travel
efforts required, which equals the number of edges traveled by the agents. We assume
that each edge requires exactly one unit of travel effort.

Physical graphs are conveniently used in order to represent many “real world prob-
lems”, in which the most efficient algorithm is not necessarily the one whose compu-
tational complexity is the minimal, but rather one in which the agents travel along the
minimal number edges. Notice that while an algorithm which assumes a random access
data extraction (from now on be referred to as random access algorithm) may read and
write to the vertices of G at any order, an algorithm which assumes a physical data
extraction (referred to as a physical algorithm) must take into account the distance be-
tween two sequential operations. The reason for this is that the use of a random access
algorithm is performed using a processing unit and random access memory, whereas
the use of a physical algorithm is actually done in the physical environment (or a simu-
lated physical environment, which maintain the information access paradigm). Thus, a
random access algorithm can access any vertex of the graph in O(1), while a physical
algorithm is confined to the distances imposed by the physical metric.

For example, for u, v ∈ V , let us assume that the distance between v and u in G
is 5. Then if after a ‘read’ request from u, the algorithm orders a ‘write’ request to
v, this process will take at least 5 time steps, and will consume at least 5 effort units.
Furthermore, depending on the model assumed for the mobile agents knowledge base,
this operation may take even longer, if, for example, the agents are not familiar with the
shortest path from u to v, but rather know of a much longer path connecting the two.

2.2 Problem Description

For a given graph G, let each vertex v ∈ V contain some small data storage unit vs,
capable of storing information saved by agents traveling through v. In time t = 0, let
vs = ∅ for every v ∈ V .

Let us assume that whenever a robot a goes through a vertex v, is saves at least its
id number and the time of the visit in vs.

While in vertex v, a robot a can detect the number of other robots located in v or
in its immediate surroundings, and the number of edges going out from v. In addition,
every edge has a unique id number, written on it (very similar to a web of roads, while
each road has a unique name or a number, and that for finding out where this road leads,
one must travel along it). In addition, the robot has access to all the data stored in vs.
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Given a group of k robots (or agents), capable of physically traveling the graph,
according to the model described in Section 2.1, while each robot can move along a
single edge per time-step, we are interested in the goal state Ggoal in which vs 6= ∅ for
every v ∈ V , meaning — that every vertex was visited at least once by some robot. We
are interested that the time in which Ggoal is achieved will be minimal (namely, a short
exploration as possible).

This abstract problem may ne used for simulating many common problems in the
field of multi robotics, for example — a search and rescue mission of unknown number
of survivors in a pre-defined (or alternatively — unknown) area, distributed autonomous
mining, a de-centralized anti-virus mechanism scanning and cleaning a computer net-
work, and so on.

2.3 Exploration Algorithm

Every robot a is equipped with a data structure as, capable of storing lists of vertices,
edges and locations of other robots. At t = 0 all data structures are initialized as empty.
At each time step, a robot located in vertex v follows the exploration algorithm, which
controls the vertex u this robot will move to (notice that v must be a neighbor of u).
Once a robot a reaches a certain vertex v, it integrates the information stored both in
vs and in as, so that at the end of this process, both contains the same information.
Whenever an inconsistency is found regarding the status of a certain vertex, edge or
robot, it is solved according to the most recent entry concerning this item.

It can be seen that throughout the movement along the graph generated by the ex-
ploration algorithm, combined with the information proliferation process executed by
using the robots as a tool for transferring the information between the vertices, a more
and more accurate image of G is generated in the vertices storage components, as well
as in the robots’ data structures. This accuracy in turn, is supposed to contribute to the
efficiency of the robots, by accelerating the exploration process.

The exploration algorithm selected for this mission can generally be described as
the following pseudo-code, executed by each robot independently :

1. For every v in V ′, when V ′ is the list of vertices currently known to the robot,
perform the following :
(a) Let unvisited(v) denote the number of edges of v, currently known to the robot,

whose destination from v is currently unknown.
(b) Let distance(v) denote the length of the shortest path between v and the current

location of the robot, comprising only vertices and edges currently known to
the robot.

(c) Let robots(v) denote the probability that other robots are located at v. This is
calculated based on the knowledge the robot has of the structure of G in the
vicinity of v and of the knowledge the robot has concerning the whereabouts
of the other robots.

(d) Let robots-neighborhood(v) denote the probability that other robots are located
at the close vicinity of v. This is calculated similarly to robots(v).

(e) Calculate the combined score of v, as a weighted average of unvisited(v),distance(v),
robots(v),robots-neighborhood(v). Note that the selection of the averaging vec-
tor is an extremely important feature of the exploration algorithm.
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2. Let vbest be the vertex whose combined score is the highest.
3. Start walking towards vbest (at the pace of a single edge per time-step).
4. When reaching vbest, randomly select one of the edges going out from vbest with

an unknown destination, and move towards it.

For choosing the best averaging vector, many simulation were executed, testing a
variety of weights values. Finally, several vectors were found, which were both robust
(in terms of a relatively high score for the scenarios in which they function at their
worst) and potent (in terms of the ability to score extremely high in scenarios in which
they were at the best). A detailed discussion concerning the specific vectors and the
process of selecting them will appear in an extended version of this work, currently
under preparation.

2.4 Upgrades

Once the performance of a group of k robots implementing the exploration algorithm
with the chosen averaging vectors were available, the robots’ technical specification
was enhanced by two major aspects.

First, a component simulating a full-range broadcasting equipment was added to
each robots, allowing it to instantly update and receive information from the other robots
of the group. The result of this upgrade if essentially the ability of a robot which calcu-
lates the heuristic score of the vertices of the graph, trying to decide its destination, to
use the most accurate information, as it is known to any of the robots. This upgrade was
expected to boost the performance of the robots, since often, a robot becomes isolated
in the graph, traveling among previously visited vertices, while valuable information
concerning this area of the graph was already gathered by the rest of the robots, and is
unavailable for this robot.

The second upgrade was the addition of a full-range sensor, capable of scanning
the entire graph G. Notice that this component transform each robot to an omniscient
unit, making both communication equipment and data storage components along the
vertices unnecessary (as at any given time, each robot can access any information it
requires, with complete accuracy). This upgrade was expected to increase even further
the robots’ efficiency, and as a result — to decrease their exploration time.

3 Results

A simulation of the three types of robots was built. The exploration algorithm was tested
on Erdös-Renyi random graphs G ∼ G(n, p) where G has n vertices, and each pair of
vertices form an edge in G with probability p independently of each other.

Surprisingly, once examining the exploration times of the upgraded robots, and
comparing them to those of the original groups of robots, the exploration times of the
original groups were significantly lower than those of the upgraded robots. An example
of this phenomenon appears in Figure 1.

It can easily be seen that although there is almost no difference between the per-
formance of the broadcasting robots and the omniscient robots, both had much longer
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Fig. 1. This chart depicts the range of exploration times of three groups of robots, tested in a
variety of random graphs. The lower curve represents the exploration time of the original group,
comprising “basic robots”, to whom the exploration algorithm used was originally designed. The
upper curves represents the exploration time of the “upgraded robots”.

exploration times than the the original group of the “simple robots”, which lacked ei-
ther communication or extreme sensing capabilities. It is interesting to mention that this
phenomenon became increasingly more intense as the graphs became more and more
dense, that is — as p, the edge probability, was increased. Furthermore, as the group
of robots became larger, the inefficiency of the upgraded robots became significantly
clearer, as can be seen in Figure 2

After analyzing the reasons for these unexpected results, by reconstructing the in-
ternal decisions’ considerations made by each robot in the various scenarios, it was
discovered that the improved accuracy of the robots caused an undesired synchronicity
effect, grouping the robots into a small and tightly packed group. As a result, the robots
were not able to efficiently explore many parts of the graphs, as they moved heavily,
delaying each other from exposing unrevealed valuable information (such as shorter
paths between vertices).

As it turned out, the reason for this phenomenon was that the averaging vector,
found to be best for the original group of robots, contained a positive weight for the
robots(v) element. The positive contribution of this element to the overall score of some
vertex v intended to assist the scattered robots to remain loosely tied, in order to sustain
the proliferation of valuable information. As the accuracy of the robots’ knowledge
increased (first by providing them a accurate information concerning the other robots’
whereabouts at any given time, and later by providing them even the shortest ways
of reaching each other), the robots no longer needed such a strong attraction factor
in their decision making process. However, as the robots utilizes the same exploration
algorithm as originally was used by the simple robots, this attractor stopped being an
assisting element, but rather generated the delaying effect described above.
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Fig. 2. As the number of robots increases (represented as the X axes), the ratio between the
performance of the simple robots and the upgraded robots decreases. For groups of over 30 robots,
the upgraded robots achieve an efficiency of approximately 20% than this of the simple robots
(namely, 5 times larger an exploration time).

After further investigating this phenomenon, as assumption was made, that by slightly
changing the exploration algorithm, the upgraded robots will easily be able to achieve
superior performance, as originally expected. For example, by simulating noise when
it comes to the locations of the other robots, by deciding randomly whether to take
the mentioned attracting factor into consideration, or by merely changing the averag-
ing vector, decreasing the effect of the robots(v) component on the overall score of a
vertex. However, while the first two methods require the robots to be enhanced once
again (as a random generator was not currently included in the robots’ specification),
the last cannot easily be analytically shown to improve the performance. Nevertheless,
it is very easy to show that there exist some alternative exploration algorithm which
will enable the upgraded robots to produce far faster exploration than the simple robots
(for example, having a complete knowledge of the graph, each robot can calculate lo-
cally the fastest way in which the entire group can scan the graph, and then simply act
its role in this plan). However, as this was already known prior to this experiment, it
does not contradict the experiment’s result, namely — that enhancing the capabilities
of robots which act according to an algorithm who did not take into consideration this
enhancement, may result in an overall decrease of the system’s performance.

4 Conclusions

This work discussed a multi-robotic system designed for the task of physically ex-
ploring an unknown graph. The problem and the solution model were presented, as
well as the initial results of a selected exploration algorithm. Then, two changes in the
robots’ technical specification, intended to increase the robots’ efficiency and perfor-
mance were presented, and the results obtained by a group comprising the new robots
were presented and analyzed. These results hinted that counterintuitively, increasing
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the robots’ physical capabilities caused a decrease in the system’s overall performance,
due to the appearance of a strong synchronicity between the robots. An estimation was
made concerning a possible solution to this problem, which in turn would have re-
quired both changing the robots’ exploration algorithm and possibly, enhancing even
more the robots’ specification. An observation concerning the results of this experi-
ment was made, stating that when “improving” existing robots, one should take extra
care to verify that this improvement does not result in such malicious impacts on the
entire robots group. In conclusion, it is important to state that the results of the experi-
ment discussed in this work do not intend to speak against the enhancements of existing
robots’, or multi-robotic systems’ capabilities per-se, but rather — to remind designers
of such systems that although innocent, any change in original designs should be done
with care and systematic examination (both theoretical and empirical) of the possible
results of such a change.
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